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P COLON Silver/Cooperation
The colon aligns us in the lower part of the body. It has to coordinate the right
amount at the correct rate of chemicals from several organs to be fed into it. It
then turns the digested food into faeces while taking out essential minerals.
In the ascending right side it is ambition and in the horizontal part it is alignment,
while the descending left side is about expelling giving us a fear of failure. We
charge it up by trying to make others do what we think is right.
The positive states in the male eye are: being "in step", self-knowledge, cooperation and conception. The negative states are obsession (giving ourselves unreasonable tasks), colitis-giving in (producing an argument through which we can get
what we want by giving in), idealism (never being here because it is not the way
you think it should be) and interference (believing that another’s accomplishment
will cause us to fail).
Music is a manifestation of the colon. In the left eye the colon checks with the
small intestine and the gall bladder and the cards are the aces. The most common
illusion has to do with the ace of cups: being very emotional about love and yet
not knowing how to listen to the heart. The major arcana card is the Empress/
Creativity. The points are the left look, left breast and the left knee. And in the
left eye the upper lip and left top shoulder blade are in the circuit. Creatures are
the otter and the zebra.
During the Chi Chi, the points in the circuit are: P- Left back of mid skull and vertebra T7, T-Left forehead, A- Front left shoulder, P- Left elbow,
During the first part of Aquarius, align in the moment and listen to your heart,
which beats. When it beats fast, it is trying to tell you something, forget the
thoughts, feelings and emotions; they are in the past. You will know you are listening when the beat goes back to normal.
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